Correction to: *Nature Communications* 10.1038/s41467-019-11104-0, published online 22 July 2019.

The original version of this Article omitted the authors Christelle Cayrou from the Centre de Recherche en Cancérologie de Marseille, 27 Boulevard Lei Roure, 13273 Marseille, France; and Marie-Paule Teulade-Fichou, from CMIB Laboratory, Institut Curie, Campus Universitaire, Bat 110 91405 Orsay, France.

Additionally, the following were originally omitted from the Acknowledgements: 'the authors thank Stéphane Bocquet (IGH) for help with Xenopus egg extracts preparation', and 'This work was supported by the Association Française contre les Myopathies (AFM)'.The corrected version of the Acknowledgements also removes the following from the original version: 'We thank Marie-Paule Teulade-Fichou (Institut Curie, Orsay, France) for providing us PhenDC3'.

Additionally, the following was originally omitted from the Author Contributions: 'C.C. proposed the experimental system and the design for the experiments involving Phen DC, and M.P.F.T. provided PhenDC3 and helped in the use of this drug'.

This has been corrected in both the PDF and HTML versions of the Article.
